DANISH AGRO INDUSTRY | STABLE SOLUTIONS

SKOV A/S is the international market leader in ventilation and farm management systems for animal production. Every day, their solutions optimize the productivity of millions of animals all over the world. SKOV contributes to an efficient and sustainable global food production!
COMPANY PROFILE
SKOV’s headquarters is situated in Denmark and the company is represented internationally by sales departments, distributors and service experts in all important markets with animal production.
SKOV has representative offices in more than 20 countries around the world and subsidiary companies in
Thailand and China. Further, they are represented by distributors on more than 70 markets across all continents.
They have developed an in-depth knowledge about climate and farm management and are thus able to advice
customers in a competent and professional way. In recent years, they experience growth and today they have
a staff of more than 390 committed employees.
PRODUCTS
In modern agriculture, it is important to constantly optimize and streamline
the production to be able to deliver the best results.
They customize ventilation systems to make it possible for the customers to
benefit from local climatic and production conditions and thus achieve the
best possible production results. The ventilation systems are thoroughly
tested and reliable. They are designed for low energy consumption and are
exceptionally efficient even under extreme weather conditions with great
temperature fluctuations.
SKOVs management system gives the producer a complete overview of
production at house, farm and business level. Producers who own several
farms can access data to get a complete overview of their farms, enabling
them to develop their businesses further. The SKOV management system
allows strategies to be exchanged between individual farms as well as
with consultants and other partners. They constantly develop new digital
services that add value to production data and give the farmer the possibility to improve his production on basis of knowledge.
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